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Abstract—In this paper, we first remodel the line coverage as
a 1D discrete problem with co-linear targets. Then, an order-
based greedy algorithm, called OGA, is proposed to solve the
problem optimally. It will be shown that the existing order in the
1D modeling, and especially the resulted Markov property of the
selected sensors can help design greedy algorithms such as OGA.
These algorithms demonstrate optimal/efficient performance and
have lower complexity compared to the state-of-the-art. Further-
more, it is demonstrated that the conventional continuous line
coverage problem can be converted to an equivalent discrete
problem and solved optimally by OGA. Next, we formulate the
well-known weak barrier coverage problem as an instance of the
continuous line coverage problem (i.e. a 1D problem) as opposed
to the conventional 2D graph-based models. We demonstrate that
the equivalent discrete version of this problem can be solved
optimally and faster than the state-of-the-art methods using an
extended version of OGA, called K-OGA. Moreover, an efficient
local algorithm, called LOGM, is proposed to mend barrier gaps
due to sensor failure. In the case of m gaps, LOGM is proved to
select at most 2m−1 sensors more than the optimal while being
local and implementable in distributed fashion. We demonstrate
the optimal/efficient performance of the proposed algorithms via
extensive simulations.
Index Terms—Weak K-barrier coverage, line coverage, gap
mending, directional/omni-directional sensors, wireless sensor
networks
I. INTRODUCTION
Coverage is a fundamental problem in wireless sensor
networks [1], [2] that has been defined in different forms
including point coverage, path coverage, line coverage and
barrier coverage.
In the point coverage problem, a number of targets in the
area of interest are desired to be K-covered, i.e. covered by
at least K sensors [3], [4], [5]. In line coverage, a number
of target lines are to be covered by the available sensors
[6], [7], [8]. Applications of line coverage include monitoring
a hallway, a road network or a border line for intrusion
detection. Path coverage ensures the trackability of moving
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objects traversing a specified path in the environment [9], [10].
As an example, for the localizability of the moving objects,
any point on the trajectory should be covered by a number of
sensors [10].
Coverage problem has been modeled as a 2D problem in
the majority of the literature works. In fact, the common
approach is to model the sensor coverage area as a 2D region
and consider 2D points (point coverage) [3], 2D areas (area
coverage) [11], [12], 2D overlap among sensors (strong/weak
barrier coverage) [13], [14] or 2D trajectories (path coverage)
[10] depending on the application. Even for the line coverage
problem, the majority of works use 2D models and consider
lines as 2D targets [6], [7] and propose to cover them with
2D coverage areas of sensors.
Barrier coverage is a special type of coverage coined by
[13]. In barrier coverage, we would like to detect any intruder
crossing a belt-shaped region at least by K sensors, i.e. K-
barrier coverage. The problem is categorized into strong and
weak K-barrier coverage. In the strong K-barrier coverage,
researchers deploy/select/modify/move sensors to ensure that
if an intruder takes ‘any’ paths crossing the region, it will be
detected by at least K sensors. Weak barrier coverage is a less
restricted type in which only parallel paths (perpendicular to
the region boundaries) are guaranteed to be covered at least K
times. Barrier coverage has applications in border protection
[14], building surveillance [13], etc.
To study K-barrier coverage, a number of works have
focused on sensor deployment [15], [16]. Others have fo-
cused on after deployment sensor modification (selection/ro-
tation/scheduling) to ensure K-coverage [17], [18], [19]. Fur-
thermore, mobile sensors have been proposed in a number of
works [14], [20], [21] to mend the gaps arising due to sensor
failure, unsuccessful deployment/modification attempts, etc.
In the majority of barrier coverage works, the overlap of the
sensors has been modeled using a graph called coverage graph
[13], [14]. In the coverage graph, nodes and edges represent
the sensors and their overlap, respectively. In strong barrier
coverage graphs, edges show actual overlap while in weak cov-
erage graph they represent projected overlap [14]. Projected
overlap is the overlap existing among the 1D intervals resulted
from the projection of 2D coverage areas onto the boundary
of the region.
In this paper, we study the sensor selection problem for
the weak K-barrier coverage and weak barrier gap mending.
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2Although strong barrier coverage is a 2D problem, the weak
barrier coverage is essentially a 1D problem due to the
presence of order. Hence, we exploit the existing order and
convert the problem to an equivalent discrete line coverage
ones defined later. The equivalent problem is solved optimally
by a novel greedy algorithm called OGA. OGA is proved to be
optimal in terms of selecting the minimum number of sensors
and linearly complex in the number of sensors. The Markov
property of the selected sensors defined later is a key point
in proving the optimality of OGA. Furthermore, we study the
weak barrier gap mending problem and demonstrate that the
existing order in this 1D problem enables us to propose a local
algorithm similar to OGA, called LOGM. LOGM is efficient
and can be implemented in a distributed form.
The main contributions of our work are three folds: First, we
introduce a novel (discrete) formulation of the line coverage
problem and prove that the continuous case is a special case
of it. Then, we propose an optimal greedy algorithm, called
OGA, which is proved to be linear-time. Second, we model the
weak barrier coverage as a line coverage problem and propose
a generalized version of the OGA problem, called K-OGA, to
solve it optimally. Third, we propose a local algorithm, called
LOGM, to select sensors efficiently to mend the gap due to
sensor failure. The proposed algorithm is proved to select at
most 2m − 1 sensors more than the optimal in the m-gap
scenario.
The remaining sections are organized as follows. In Section
II, we review a number of related works and explain the
ones used as benchmarks in detail. Section III provides the
mathematical models and novel algorithms proposed to solve
them. Section IV and V study the K-barrier coverage and
the gap mending as instances of the line coverage problem.
Section VI demonstrates the better performance of the pro-
posed algorithms numerically. Finally, Section VII concludes
the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Barrier coverage and gap mending have been extensively
studied in the past decade. Here, we review some recent state-
of-the-art works from each application.
Fusco and Gupta [3] proposed a greedy algorithm for
selection and orientation of sensors to achieve simple K-
coverage of targets, i.e. point coverage. We design a greedy
benchmark in our simulations inspired by their algorithms.
A number of algorithms have been proposed in the literature
to address the line coverage problem [6], [7]. The problem
of line coverage for intrusion detection is studied in [6].
It is assumed that sensors are dropped along a line with
random deviations and the line coverage and connectivity of
the sensors are studied.
The problem of 1-covering of a number of lines by using
the minimum number of sensors is studied in [7]. It is proved
that the problem is NP-hard and two constant-factor and one
polynomial-time approximation algorithms are proposed to
solve the problem for axis-parallel line segments.
Kumar et. al. coined the term ‘barrier coverage’ for the first
time [13]. They distinguish strong and weak barrier coverage
and propose efficient algorithms to determine whether K
barriers exist after the deployment. Furthermore, they propose
optimal deterministic deployment to achieve barrier coverage.
Finally, they study strong and weak barrier coverage proba-
bilistically for a random deployment of sensors.
A survey on barrier coverage is performed by Tao and Wu
[22]. They mention that heterogeneity and low complexity
are two less addressed problems in the barrier coverage in
directional sensor networks. In concord with these demands,
the formulations and algorithms proposed in our paper are
independent of the sensing (coverage) models and are less
complex compared to the state-of-the-art.
A thorough study of K-barrier coverage using both static
and mobile directional sensors has been performed by Wang et.
al. [14]. First, they investigate the minimum number of sensors
required to form strong/weak K-barriers. Second, they propose
a method to minimize the movement (i.e. energy dissipation)
of mobile sensors required for gap mending. To solve the
first problem, they propose the concept of weighted barrier
graph, which shows the so called strong/weak ‘overlap’ among
sensors. Next, they prove that the existence of K barriers is
equivalent to having K vertex-disjoint paths in a transformed
version of the proposed weighted graph. More importantly,
they propose a greedy algorithm that selects K vertex-disjoint
paths, one after another with removal of the selected sensors,
by using the Dijkstra algorithm. We use this algorithm as one
of the main benchmarks in our simulations.
Gap mending for barrier coverage is another important
application in the wireless sensor networks. The majority of
works have proposed to rotate sensors to mend the barrier
gaps [17], [18]. A centralized chain-reaction-based method
has been proposed in [18] to heuristically mend the gaps by
starting from the gap edges. A better algorithm in terms of
requiring less total rotation (i.e. less energy consumption) has
been proposed in [17]. They have demonstrated that the total
number of gaps and the total gap length is minimized using
their algorithm.
III. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
In this section, we first propose a novel discrete formulation
for the line coverage problem. In this model, a number of co-
linear points are considered as targets. This is in contrary to
the conventional line coverage formulation in which a line
is considered as a continuous two-dimensional line segment
located in the region of interest [6], [7]. We will discuss
later on how the continuous line coverage problem can be
formulated in terms of the points coverage problem.
A. Line coverage
In this problem, the objective is to cover nt co-linear targets,
T = {T1, · · · , Tnt}, using a minimum set of n available
sensors, i.e. S = {s1, · · · , sn}. In this paper, we use the words
‘target’ and ‘target points’, interchangeably. Without loss of
generality, targets are assumed to be located on the x axis,
where x(T1) ≤ · · · ≤ x(Tnt). Here, x(Ti) represents the x
coordinate of the ith target.
3Fig. 1: Omni-directional/directional sensors coverage areas
projection onto intervals on the x axis
In this paper, we use line coverage in modeling the barrier-
related problems. Hence, we project the sensor 2D coverage
areas onto 1D intervals located on the x axis. For the actual
line coverage applications, the intervals would be the line
segments of intersecting a line with the 2D sensor coverage
areas instead of projected ones.
As depicted in Fig. 1, the coverage area of sensor si
is considered as a projected interval of [ui, vi], regardless
of the sensor being directional or omni-directional. We clip
the sensor intervals if they extend before T1 or after Tnt .
Furthermore, the sensors are sorted and numbered based on
the start point of their intervals, i.e. u1 ≤ u2 · · · ≤ un. In
case of a tie, i.e. two or more sensors with equal ui’s, we can
assign a smaller number to the sensor with a smaller vi.
B. Optimal sensor selection for the line coverage
In sensor selection for the line coverage problem, the
objective is to select the minimum number of sensors from
the set S, so that we cover all the targets located on a single
line.
C. The OGA algorithm
The key point in our method is to exploit the existing order
of targets located on a single line. The proposed algorithm se-
lects the sensors in a greedy manner based on the targets order
hence the name order-based greedy algorithm (OGA). OGA
starts from the far left target on the line, i.e. T1. It continues
increasing the coverage in each step by selecting the sensor
with the maximum coverage, i.e. maximum number of covered
targets on the right. In general discrete targets coverage, the
selected sensors are not required to be overlapped. Distant non-
overlapping sensors might be selected in case of far distance
of consecutive targets. But, we do not skip any targets and
cover them in order starting from the left hand-side. OGA
stops once it reaches the furthest target on the right, i.e. Tnt .
Here, we assume there exists a subset of sensors, which can
cover all targets without any gaps, i.e. uncovered targets. In
case of lack of enough sensors, i.e. having gaps, we add new
sensors covering the gaps to S. The added sensors do not exist
in reality, but help us use the proposed algorithms. In case of
lack of enough sensors, there will be gaps after applying the
algorithms, which should be mended by rotation of sensors or
using mobile sensors as studied in the literature. In this paper,
we consider a different scenario of gap mending, where gaps
are due to sensor failure and other sensors are available to
select from.
The details of the algorithm is listed in Algorithm 1. At each
step, it selects the sensor (sgc ) that covers the maximum number
of targets to the right from Sac , i.e. set of sensors available to
cover the current target (Tc). In case of tie, i.e. two sensors
with equal number of covered targets to the right, the sensor
with the greatest number of total covered targets (on the right
and left) is selected. The selected sensor is added to the set of
selected sensors so far (Sg). Then, the most right-hand side
target (T cR) covered by s
g
c is considered as the current target
for the next step. The set of sensors covering T cR is denoted by
ST cR . The algorithm continues until the most right-hand side
target (Tnt ) is covered. At this final step, S
g and Ng represent
the final set of selected sensors and its cardinality, respectively.
Algorithm 1: The OGA algorithm
Data: S, T
Result: Sg
1 Set Tc ← T1 and Sc ← Sa1 ;
2 while Tc 6= Tnt do
3 Select sgc from Sc and determine T
c
R ;
4 if Sac does not cover T cR+1 then
5 Select sgc from S that covers T
c
R+1
6 end
7 Sg ← Sg ∪ sgc ;
8 Sc ← ST cR ;
9 end
In the following, we first prove a Lemma regarding the
properties of the selected sensors. For the Lemma, we define
Si as the set of ‘selected’ sensors for covering Ti. Using the
Lemma, we prove a theorem on optimality of OGA in terms
of selecting the minimum number of sensors.
Lemma 1. The set of selected sensors (Si) possesses Markov
property on the x axis, i.e.
|(
i⋃
k=1
Sk) ∩ Si+1| = |Si ∩ Si+1| (1)
Proof. As stated, the sensors and targets are sorted and we
have u1 ≤ u2 · · · ≤ un and x(T1) ≤ · · · ≤ x(Tnt).
Furthermore, Si’s might have overlap, i.e. share sensors in
general. We prove by contradiction. Assume (1) does not hold
and implies
∃ sl s.t. sl ∈ (
i−1⋃
k=1
Sk ∩ Si+1) & sl /∈ Si (2)
i,e. there is a sensor that covers at least one of the targets
on the left-hand side of the Ti as well as Ti+1, but does not
cover Ti. This is impossible since sensor coverage intervals
4are contiguous and targets are ordered. This contradiction
completes the proof.
The Markov property helps us derive the local optimality
property of the cost function in the sensor selection for 1-
coverage (Theorem 1) as well as K-coverage (Theorem 3).
Theorem 1. The OGA algorithm is optimal in selecting the
minimum number of sensors.
Proof. Define C(Ti) as a cost function showing the number
of selected sensors covering the targets from 1 to i, i.e.
T1, · · · , Ti. We have
C(Ti+1) = |
⋃i+1
k=1 Sk|
= |⋃ik=1 Sk|+ |Si+1| − |(⋃ik=1 Sk) ∩ Si+1| (3)
Using (1), we can rewrite the cost function as
C(Ti+1) = |
⋃i
k=1 Sk|+ |Si+1| − |Si ∩ Si+1|
= C(Ti) + Ci→i+1 (4)
where Ci→i+1 = |Si+1| − |Si ∩ Si+1| is the number of
new sensors selected to cover Ti+1. As seen, the defined
cost function, i.e. C(·), has the local optimality property (i.e.
Bellman’s equation [23] in dynamic programming literature).
Hence, an optimal algorithm for selecting the minimum num-
ber of sensors will be optimal at every step. We provide the
proof of optimality by induction. For T1, both the optimal and
the proposed greedy algorithm have a cost of 1. If they are
equivalent in terms of C(Ti), then we prove their C(Ti+1)’s
are also equivalent. This is easy to show since the greedy
method minimizes Ci→i+1 in every step and it completes the
proof.
The following theorem, analyzes the average order of com-
plexity of OGA.
Theorem 2. The average complexity of OGA is O(n).
Proof. We focus on the OGA algorithm steps and their order
of computational complexity. In the complexity analysis, we
do not consider the complexity of finding the coverage rela-
tionship between the sensors and targets, i.e. which sensors
covering which targets.
Starting from T1, we have to find the sensor with the
maximum vi among a maximum of ncom sensors, where
ncom represents the average number of overlapping sensors
covering a single point on the line segment. We perform such
maximizations N¯g times, where N¯g ≤ n is the average total
number of sensors selected by the OGA, hence N¯g = nncom .
In conclusion, the algorithm average complexity is of order
O (ncom · N¯g) = O(n).
D. Continuous version of the line coverage problem
A more conventional setting of the line coverage problem
is depicted in Fig. 2. As seen, a line segment from point a to
point b is desired to be covered by sensors coverage intervals.
The sensor intervals are resulted from the projection of the
sensor 2D coverage areas, i.e. sectors or circles, onto the target
line.
Fig. 2: The coverage areas of sensors projected onto intervals
on the x axis
Although our previous formulation possesses discrete tar-
gets, any continuous line coverage problem can be converted
to an equivalent discrete one as depicted in Fig. 3. As seen, the
equivalent targets are considered as the middle points of the
sensor intervals. In this conversion, if the number of sensors is
n, we will have a maximum of 2n− 1 targets in the case that
no coincidences exists among the interval start or end points.
Other than conversion to the proposed discrete model, we
propose a dependent algorithm, called continuous OGA, to
solve the continuous problem. The details of the algorithm is
depicted in Algorithm 2. It starts from Point a and selects the
sensor (sgc ) with the largest coverage interval spread to the
right (vgc ), among the sensors available to cover it (S
a
a ). In
case of tie, i.e. two sensors with equal spread to the right, the
sensor with the largest interval is selected. In the next step,
the selection continues from vgc and stops when b is covered.
Algorithm 2: The continuous version of the OGA algo-
rithm
Data: S, [a, b]
Result: Sg
1 Start from point a, Sc ← Saa ;
2 while vgc < b do
3 Select sgc from Sc and determine v
g
c ;
4 Sg ← Sg ∪ sgc ;
5 Sc ← Savgc ;
6 end
The average complexity of Algorithm 2 is of order O(n)
and the proof is similar to that of Algorithm 1. Now, we
demonstrate the applications of the proposed line coverage
model in the weak K-barrier coverage and gap mending.
IV. SENSOR SELECTION FOR WEAK K-BARRIER
COVERAGE
The sensor selection problem for weak K-barrier coverage
is to select the minimum number of sensors to form K weak
barriers. In the conventional weak K-barrier coverage, K paths
of weakly overlapped sensors should be formed. Weakly over-
lapped sensors refer to those overlapped after projection onto
a line [14], i.e. sensors with overlapped coverage intervals. We
refer the reader to the scenario depicted in Fig. 1.
We model this problem as a line coverage problem in
which all the points on the coverage interval of interest
([0,W ]) have to be covered by at least K sensors. Since
5the sensor intervals are the results of orthogonal projection
of 2D coverage areas onto the x axis, the new problem is
equivalent to the original weak coverage problem. We convert
the continuous problem of K-coverage of [0,W ] to a discrete
problem using the conversion method discussed before. Once
conversion is performed, the special case of 1-coverage can
be solved directly using OGA. For the general case of K-
coverage, we propose a generalized version of OGA, called
K-OGA.
A. The K-OGA algorithm
K-OGA is a generalized version of OGA, which solves the
weak K-barrier coverage problem optimally. The details of K-
OGA is listed in Algorithm 3. Assume NCs and RSs represent
the set of NOT s-covered targets and the set of remaining (not
selected) sensors by the sth step of the algorithm, respectively.
K-OGA starts with all targets in NC1 and sets RS1 = S.
It applies OGA to 1-cover all the targets and removes the
selected sensors from RSs. Furthermore, it updates NC2 since
some targets might be 2-covered by the overlapping sensors
selected in the first step. The process continues and K-OGA
attempts to increase the coverage of targets by one in each
step using OGA. It stops when all targets are K-covered, i.e.
NCK = ∅. Sg shows the set of selected sensors in Algorithm
3. In the next Theorem, we prove the optimality of K-OGA.
Algorithm 3: The K-OGA algorithm
Data: S, T,K
Result: Sg
1 s = 1;
2 RS1 ← S;
3 Update NC1;
4 Apply OGA to NC1;
5 while NCK 6= ∅ do
6 s← s+ 1;
7 Update RSs and NCs;
8 Apply OGA to NCs;
9 end
Theorem 3. K-OGA is optimal in selecting the minimum
number of sensors for K-coverage.
Proof. The proof has two parts. First, we find an optimal
sensor selection method based on the local optimality property
of the cost function. Then, we prove that K-OGA is equivalent
to the optimal method and selects the same sensors.
In the first step, we find an optimal method. Define CK(Ti)
as the number of sensors selected for the K-coverage of targets
(from the left in a sorted list of targets) up to the target i.
Similar to the proof of Theorem 1, we can see that CK(Ti)
also has local optimality property. Hence, we can exploit the
property (order) in K-covering the targets. In fact, the optimal
method can start from Point a and selects K sensors (forming
Sa) with the largest vk’s to minimize CKa→1. Next, it considers
the next target (2nd one) and attempts to select the same
sensors as in Sa to keep the cost low. For the new sensors, it
selects the longest ones to the right. It continues this procedure
Fig. 3: Continuous to discrete conversion in the line coverage
problem
until all targets are K-covered or there is no sensors to select
from.
In the next step, we prove by induction on K that K-OGA
selects the same sensors as the optimal method. In case of
K = 1, K-OGA is the same as OGA, which is a special case
of the mentioned optimal method, i.e. for K = 1. Now, assume
that both methods select the same sensors for K = m. We have
to prove that they select the same sensors for K = m+1. This
is easy to prove by noticing that both methods are order-based
and start from the point a (or the first not m+1-covered point).
For K = m+1, the optimal method selects the m+1 longest
sensors that are covering a. The first m longest sensors are the
same as those selected for K = m, which are also selected by
K-OGA. The (m+1)th sensor selected by the optimal method
is also selected by K-OGA to provide m+1 coverage. For the
rest of targets, they both skip the already m+1-covered targets
to reach the first non-covered point. This procedure continues
and both methods select the same sensors.
Theorem 4. The average complexity of the K-OGA algorithm
is O(Kn).
Proof. The first step of the algorithm runs OGA and has an
average complexity order of O(n). After the first step, the
average number of targets that need 2-coverage reduces to
Nt × (1 − 1ncom ), where Nt = 2n − 1 if no sensor intervals
are the same. In the ith step, the average number of targets
required to be considered for i-coverage is Nt×(1−( 1ncom )i),
which gets closer to Nt as i increases. Hence, the average
number of targets can be approximated by Nt = 2n − 1
in every step. Hence, the average complexity of K-OGA is
approximately equal to K times that of OGA, i.e. O(Kn).
In [14], two algorithms, called optimal and greedy versions
of Min-Num-Mobile(k) algorithm are proposed for selecting
the minimum number of static/mobile sensors for K-barrier
coverage. The complexity of both algorithms is of order
O(kn2). The proposed algorithms can be applied in our
problem if the assumed mobile sensors are replaced with the
gap sensors introduced here. We use their greedy algorithm
in Section VI as a benchmark. It should be noted that the
complexity of K-OGA is considerably less than their method
due to the exploitation of order in the 1D modeling.
V. EFFICIENT SENSOR SELECTION FOR WEAK BARRIER
GAP MENDING IN CASE OF SENSOR FAILURE
In practice, for weak K-barrier coverage, sensors are first
deployed (randomly or strategically) and then possibly modi-
6fied (selected/rotated) to form K weak barriers. The deployed/-
modified sensors might fail to provide coverage after a while
due to mechanical failure, drain of battery, etc. One of the
strategies to mend the resulted barrier gaps is to select the
minimum number of new sensors from the remaining ones,
i.e. not selected initially.
One trivial algorithm for sensor selection is to re-apply
a new instance of OGA algorithm to the set of all sensors
except the failed one to achieve an optimal solution. Here, we
propose another algorithm, called LOGM (locally optimal gap
mending), which can locally mend the gap without running
the OGA over the entire set of remaining sensors. Here,
we assume the failed sensors were selected by OGA after
deployment. Hence, the failed sensors are not any randomly
selected ones.
A. The LOGM algorithm
Let [u∗, v∗] denote the coverage interval of a missing sensor.
After sensor failure, still some parts of this interval might be
covered by the previously selected sensors. Hence, the actual
gap interval is [uG, vG] as depicted in Fig. 4 (If not, uG = u∗
and/or vG = v∗). In the depicted scenario, vG = ui∗+1. It
should be noted that both the start (uG) and end (vG) of a gap
could be end or start of a sensor interval coverage depending
on where the gap exists. The failed sensor interval is depicted
as a red dashed line segment.
The LOGM performs sensor selection similar to OGA. In
fact, it adopts the sensors previously selected by the previous
instance of OGA. The only difference between LOGM and the
new instance of OGA is that LOGM starts new sensor selection
from uG and stops once vG is covered. Hence, LOGM is local
and runs faster compared to a new instance of OGA. But, it
might result in a non-optimal number of sensors since the
newly selected sensors might have unnecessary overlaps with
the adopted sensors.
Consider Fig. 5, which includes more details regarding
the selected sensors by both algorithms. The blue solid lines
represent the sensors initially selected by the previous instance
of OGA. These sensors are completely adopted by LOGM.
The black dotted ones are the sensors that were not selected
initially, but selected by both LOGM and OGA to mend the
gap. LOGM stops after selecting the sk since the gap is
mended by then. However, OGA continues the sensor selection
until it covers Point b.
Assume Sl(a, α) and Sg(a, α) represent the selected sen-
sors by LOGM and OGA, respectively, to 1-cover [a, α]. In
the next lemma, we prove that |Sg(a, β)|, i.e. the number
of sensors selected by OGA to cover [a, β], is an increasing
function of β.
Lemma 2. If β1 < β2, then |Sg(a, β1)| ≤ |Sg(a, β2)|.
Proof. OGA starts sensor selection from point a. Denote the
sensor with the largest v in Sg(a, β1) by smax. If smax
covers β2, no more sensors are required to be selected, i.e.
|Sg(a, β1)| = |Sg(a, β2)|. Otherwise, more sensors must be
selected until β2 is covered, i.e. |Sg(a, β1)| < |Sg(a, β2)|.
Fig. 4: A sensor failure scenario
Based on Lemma 2, it is straight forward to conclude that
|Sg(α1, β)| ≥ |Sg(α2, β)|, if α1 < α2. In the next theorem,
we prove that LOGM selects at most one sensor more than
the optimal, i.e. a new instance of OGA applied from the
beginning to mend the gap.
Theorem 5. In the single-gap case, LOGM selects at most
1 sensor more than the optimal approach, i.e. nOGA ≤
nLOGM ≤ nOGA + 1.
Proof. The OGA method for gap mending is optimal hence
nOGA ≤ nLOGM is obvious. We have
Sl(a, vG) = S
g(a, vG) (5)
since LOGM adopts the previous and new sensors selected by
OGA to cover [a, vG]. As seen in Fig. 5, sk is the last sensor
selected by LOGM to mend the gap. Other sensors on the
right, previously selected by OGA, including si∗+1 and si∗+2
are adopted by LOGM.
We always have vk < vi∗+1, otherwise, sk would have been
selected by OGA instead of si∗+1. Now, consider the scenario
depicted in Fig. 5, where vk ≥ ui∗+2. It is the worst case for
LOGM in terms of the location of vk. The reason is sk along
with si∗+2 (or other sensors selected by OGA in a general
scenario) completely cover si∗+1 and make it redundant for
coverage. In other words, si∗+1 is adopted by LOGM and
increases the cost, while it does not provide new coverage.
Using Lemma 2, it is obvious that
|Sg(vk, b)| ≤ |Sl(vi∗ , b)|. (6)
and
|Sl(vi∗+1, b)| ≤ |Sg(vk, b)|. (7)
Based on (6), OGLM might result in selecting more sensors
compared to the optimal. On the other hand, (7) states that
it is impossible for LOGM to select more sensors after (i.e.
on the right-hand side of) si∗+1, compared to OGA. Hence,
the worst case for LOGM happens when si∗+1 is completely
covered by sk and si∗+2 in the scenario depicted in Fig. 5.
In this case, OGA does not select si∗+1, but the number of
other sensors is the same as LOGM. Hence, in this case,
|Sl(vG, b)| = |Sg(vG, b)|+ 1.
Finally, since |Sl(a, vG)| = |Sg(a, vG)| and |Sg(vG, b)| ≤
|Sl(vG, b)| ≤ |Sg(vG, b)| + 1 in general, LOGM selects at
most 1 sensor more than OGA (i.e. the optimal method).
7Fig. 5: A more detailed version of the sensor failure scenario
depicted in Fig. 4
Theorem 6. In case of having m gaps, LOGM selects at
most m sensors more than the optimal approach, i.e. nOGA ≤
nLOGM ≤ nOGA + (2m− 1).
Proof. Consider the case of m = 2, where we have two gaps,
G1 and G2. A sample scenario is depicted in Fig. 6. If there is
overlap between the gaps, i.e. failure of neighboring sensors,
the gaps are connected and the problem can be considered
as a single gap one, where Theorem 5 holds. If there is no
overlap, the gaps are necessarily apart by at least one OGA
sensor. OGA sensors are the ones initially selected by OGA.
Using a discussion similar to that of the proof of Theorem
5, we conclude that the selected sensors for covering [a, vk]
are the same in both OGA and LOGM. Furthermore, LOGM
might select one extra sensor to cover [vk, vi∗1+1].
For the interval between the gaps, i.e. [vi∗1+1, uG2 ], LOGM
adopts the previous OGA sensors. Hence, |Sl(vi∗1+1, uG2)| is
optimal. As seen in the figure, the most right hand-side sensor
selected by OGA to cover [vi∗1+1, uG2 ] is sj . We have vj ≥
uG2 since sj must cover uG2 .
The key point in comparing the cost of methods between
the gaps is that LOGM continues optimal selection from uG2 ,
while OGA performs that from vj . Therefore,
|Sl(uG2 , vG2)| ≥ |Sg(vj , vG2 , )|. (8)
On the other hand, the difference cannot be more than 1. The
reason is LOGM performs optimal selection for gap mending,
i.e. covering [uG2 , vG2 ]. This optimal selection cannot be
worse than that of OGA, i.e. adding sj to Sl(uG2 , vG2) as an
extra sensor to cover [uG2 , vj ] in addition to adopting OGA
sensors selected to cover [vj , vG2 ].
After mending G2, there is a possibility that LOGM selects
one more sensor compared to the optimal due to redundancy
of si∗2+1 based on a discussion similar to the case of si∗1+1.
In the case of m gaps, we can decompose
the space into the non-overlaping intervals:
[a, uG1 ], (uG1 , vG1 ], (vG1 , uG2 ], (uG2 , vG2 ], · · · , (vGm , b].
There is a total of 2m+1 intervals. For the first two intervals,
both methods select the same set of sensors, hence no gain
in OGA. In the rest of the intervals, LOGM may fall behind
with one sensor per interval hence the total maximum will be
2m-1.
Fig. 6: A two-gap scenario
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we confirm the optimal/efficient performance
of the proposed algorithms via extensive simulations.
A. Sensor selection for weak 1-barrier coverage
In this scenario, the performance of OGA is compared with
a greedy benchmark in terms of the provided coverage vs.
the number of selected sensors. The benchmark algorithm
is inspired by a well-known approach in designing greedy
algorithms in the sensor networks literature [3], [14]. The
algorithm updates a set of uncovered targets, i.e. the set of
targets uncovered until the current step. It starts by selecting
the sensor with the maximum coverage in S, i.e. the one
that has the maximum number of covered targets. Then, the
covered targets are removed from the set of uncovered targets
and a new selection is performed based on the maximum
coverage. The procedure continues until all of the targets are
covered (barrier is formed) or there are no sensors to select
from.
We consider a rectangle with a width and height of 1000
and 10 meters, respectively, as the coverage region of interest.
In the following simulations, different numbers of (available)
sensors are considered in 3 distinct scenarios. The radius (Rs)
and field-of-view (α) of all sensors are the same. However, the
direction of each sensor is selected uniformly at random from
[0, 360). Furthermore, the sensor deployment is line-based,
where sensors are normally deviated from a straight line with
a mean of zero and standard deviation of 10 meters along the
x axis. The deviation in the y direction does not affect the
weak barrier coverage performance in our 1D model.
Fig. 7 depicts the provided (cumulative) coverage percent-
age versus the number of selected sensors in OGA and the
greedy benchmark. Coverage percentage is the portion of the
[0,W ] interval covered by the selected sensors. For instance,
in Fig. 7.a, for the (first) 10 selected sensors, the coverage
percentage is 12 and 10 in the greedy method and OGA,
respectively. The selected sensors are different in general
as the two algorithms take different strategies for sensor
selection. As seen, there is an intersection point, where the
two curves intersect besides the origin. Before this point, the
greedy benchmark outperforms OGA since it provides greater
coverage by selecting every sensor. After the intersection,
OGA outperforms the benchmark and maintains the lead until
100% coverage is achieved (only in gap free scenarios). Hence,
the intersection point is a turning point. Although OGA starts
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Fig. 7: Performance comparison between OGA and the greedy
benchmark in terms of the provided coverage versus the
number of selected sensors
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Fig. 8: The intersection point and the cost different between
OGA and the greedy benchmark
by selecting less efficient sensors in terms of coverage, it ends
up with smaller total number of selected sensors for complete
coverage and outperforms the benchmark in total.
In Fig. 7, from Scenario 1 (Fig. 7a) to Scenario 3 (Fig. 7c),
the number of available sensors is increased from 30 to 3000
and the achievable coverage percentage changes from about
30% to 100%. As seen, OGA selects a total of 32, 95 and
82 sensors in Scenario 1 to 3, respectively, while the greedy
method selects 32, 118 and 115 sensors in the correspond-
ing scenarios. Hence, OGA always selects equal or smaller
number of sensors compared to the greedy benchmark for the
same amount of achievable coverage. Furthermore, the greater
the number of available sensors, the better OGA performs
compared to the greedy benchmark, i.e. the difference in the
number of selected sensors (cost difference) increases.
The intersection point and the cost difference for different
number of available sensors are depicted in Fig. 8. It is
assumed that the width of the coverage region is 1000 meters.
Each sensor has a radius of 10 meters and a field-of-view
of 90◦. As seen, when the number of available sensors is
too small (high probability of having gaps), both algorithms
select the majority of sensors (almost the same sensors) to
maximize the coverage. Hence, the intersection is almost equal
to the number of available sensors and happens at the top
right corner as depicted in Fig. 7a. As the number of available
sensors increases, the intersection also increases until a turning
point, where there are enough sensors for OGA to outperform
the greedy algorithm. At this point, the intersections starts to
decrease and the cost difference increases.
B. Sensor selection for weak K-barrier coverage
As stated, a graph-based method is proposed in [14] for
solving the strong/weak K-barrier coverage problems. In this
method, the graph nodes represent the sensors. The nodes are
connected via an edge if they have overlap. In the case of weak
barrier coverage, the overlap is defined as overlap between the
intervals projected onto the x-axis as we defined here. Hence,
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Fig. 9: The performance comparison of K-OGA and the
benchmark for two different values of K
sensor coverage areas could be non-overlapping in the real
world 2D deployment, while their projections on x-axis are.
It is proved that the existence of K strong/weak barriers is
equivalent to that of K vertex-disjoint paths in the proposed
graph. In order to find the possible K paths, a greedy algorithm
is proposed, which selects K paths one after another using
the modified Dijkstra’s algorithm [24]. The algorithm removes
the selected node after the selection of each path. We use
this greedy algorithm as a benchmark for the weak K-barrier
coverage problem.
In our problem, all sensors are stationary. In the case of
having gaps, i.e. lack of at least K sensors to cover each
target, we use the new gap sensors introduced before. In [14],
fictitious mobile sensors are assumed to cover these gaps. In
order to use their method as the benchmark, we use new
non-existing gap sensors instead of mobile ones. Hence, a
(multi-) mobile sensor(s) covering a single gap in their method
is replaced with a single gap sensor in our implementation.
In fact, the graph edge weights are changed but, the same
algorithm is used to find K-barriers, i.e. K vertex-disjoint
shortest paths.
Fig. 9 depicts the results of comparison between K-OGA
and the benchmark algorithm in terms of the average number
of selected sensors for two values of K. In the simulations,
W = 100 m, Rs = 10 m and α = 45◦. As seen, K-OGA
selects less sensors compared to the benchmark. The difference
is greater when the number of available sensors is less or when
K is greater.
The benchmark algorithm is essentially equivalent to form-
ing K independent weak barrier without taking into account
that some of the targets from the ith step are already i + 1-
covered, i.e. repeated coverage. It results in higher cost (i.e.
more selected sensors) in the benchmark algorithm compared
to the optimal greedy K-OGA.
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Fig. 10: The comparison between LOGM and the new OGA
performance in the single sensor failure scenario
C. Gap mending for single sensor failure
In this scenario, we study the performance of LOGM in
case of single sensor failure. We assume that OGA has been
previously applied to select an optimal set of sensors. Then, a
single sensor fails and we compare the performance of LOGM
with a new round of OGA in mending the gap.
Fig. 10 shows the results of applying LOGM and the new
OGA in the problem of single sensor failure for different
number of available sensors. The settings are the same as the
previous coverage scenario, i.e. W = 1000 m, Rs = 10 m,
α = 45◦, except that the deployment is random, i.e. Poisson
so that enough sensors are available for mending the gap.
For each n (number of available sensors), we perform 1000
random realizations of sensors locations based on a line-based
deployment. Then, we start removing the sensors selected by
the old OGA method and compute the difference in the number
of sensors selected by LOGM and the new OGA. Among the
1000 realizations for each n, we compute the maximum and
the average of the cost difference.
As seen, the maximum cost difference is 1 over the entire
interval, which confirms Theorem 5. Furthermore, the average
difference is less than 0.2 for the depicted range of number
of available sensors (n). For large n, the maximum over all
realizations become zero, which means both methods select
the same number of sensors.
D. Gap mending for multiple sensors failure (multi-gap sce-
nario)
Here, we study the performance of LOGM in the case of
multiple sensors failure and compare it with that of the optimal
method, i.e. a new round of OGA. There are 1000 sensors in
this scenario and we have W = 100 m, Rs = 2 m, α = 45◦.
The sensor deployment settings are the same as the single gap
scenario.
Fig. 11, depicts the maximum and average difference in the
number of selected sensors in both methods. As seen, both
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Fig. 11: The comparison between LOGM and the new OGA
performance in the multi-gap scenario
average and maximum differences are increasing linearly with
the number of gaps. In addition, the maximum values are
in concord with theorem 6, i.e. equal to 2m − 1, where m
is the number of gaps. These observations demonstrate the
acceptable scalability of LOGM in the number of gaps.
VII. CONCLUSION
The sensor selection for line coverage problem is redefined
and an optimal greedy algorithm, called OGA, is proposed to
solve it. It is shown that the existing order can be utilized to
design optimal greedy algorithm with lower complexity com-
pared to the state-of-the-art. The better performance of OGA
compared to a greedy benchmark is studied in simulations.
Furthermore, the weak K-barrier coverage is modeled as an
instance of the line coverage problem and solved optimally
using a novel algorithm called K-OGA. K-OGA involves less
computational complexity compared to the state-of-the-art.
Moreover, an efficient and locally implementable algorithm
for gap mending is proposed, called LOGM, which selects at
most one sensor more than the optimal. It is also demonstrated
numerically that in the multi-gap scenario, the cost distance of
LOGM from the optimal increases linearly with the number
of gaps.
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